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Reections on Using Statecharts toCapture Human-Computer InterfaceBehaviourF�abio Nogueira de Lucena (fabio@dcc.unicamp.br)Hans Liesenberg (hans@dcc.unicamp.br)DCC/IMECC/UNICAMPAbstractThe process of software development of human-computer inter-faces is complex and expensive. Many tools to automate the inter-face code generation have been proposed. The majority of thesetools de�nes the behaviour of a system in terms of states and useconventional state transition diagrams (STDs) in order to describedialogue control aspects. The statechart notation extends STDs toovercome some of their drawbacks. This paper shows the resultsgained from experiences of the use of statecharts in the develop-ment of user interfaces. These experiences led to the identi�cationof improvements and additional constructs which are needed in or-der to make them more adequate for this speci�c usage in the evenbroader domain of distributed environments.1 IntroductionThe past decade has witnessed an intensive research e�ort to buildhuman-computer interfaces (or interfaces for short). According to Myers[14], the code of an interface is huge, complex and its construction is nota trivial task. The goal of ongoing research e�orts is to reduce devel-opment costs and to improve the quality of interfaces. The majority of1



these e�orts seeks to construct software tools to improve developmentproductivity.In general, software tools are oriented to a particular developmentactivity: design, implementation and evaluation. If these tools are inte-grated, then they are said to make up a user interface management sys-tem(UIMS), a user interface development system(UIDS) or even a userinterface development environment(UIDE). The term \tools" is used inthis text to refer to systems of this kind.A common tool construction approach is to create techniques and/orhigh level languages to describe the tasks of interest supported by thosetools. Many techniques for interface control speci�cation and implemen-tation deal with the syntax of possible user actions, the reactions ofinteractive systems, and dialogue evolutions. Myers compares the mostusual in [13], like state transition diagrams (STDs). These techniques,however, present several shortcomings. This paper analyses the prob-lems of representing and implementing dialogue control components. AnSTD extension, namely the statechart notation, has been used for thispurpose.Green presents three interface models in [5]: the transition net, thegrammar and the event model. Although Green concludes that the eventmodel has a greater expressiveness, each of those models has its ownadvantages and disadvantages [13]. The problems are in general due toa lack of mechanisms to represent particular features, usage di�cultiesand, in most cases, restrictions of representing a wide range of interfaceclasses. Statecharts �t in the transition net model.Within the transition net notation class, statecharts hold a com-fortable position [1, 19]. This is mainly due to extended features withrespect to STDs, which eliminate drawbacks of the latter, but retaintheir graphic nature [7, 8, 19]. However, there is no agreement at allabout what a dialogue control speci�cation language should be. Despiteof favourable hints concerning statecharts, little is known about theirusage in this particular niche. Wasserman [18] extends STDs in order tomake them better suited to the speci�cation process of interfaces basedon his particular experience. In a similar way, some extensions of the2
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Figure 1: Seeheim Model.statechart notation are proposed in this text.Specialized versions of this notation are not a new fact. Johnson etal. [11], for instance, emphasize the importance of visual formalisms likethe statechart notation and list some already existing versions of thisnotation. It is taken for granted in this text that the reader is familiarwith the basic statechart concepts. A thorough description and othersreferences can be found in [7] and [8].The analysis presented in this paper is a result of building a \testing-bench" interface, which was developed in order to explore the expressive-ness of statecharts. Its design was based on the Seeheim model [5]. TheSeeheim model (�gure 1) identi�es three components which conceptu-ally make up an interface. The presentation component is responsiblefor the input of user actions and the output of the system. The dialoguecontrol as well as its description in terms of statecharts are the mainissues of this paper. The related component co-ordinates user-computerinteraction sequences and thus can be seen as the syntactic layer of thisinteraction. The application interface component corresponds to the se-mantic layer of the interface. It represents the view of the applicationby the interface and vice versa.In the following section a short description of the developed inter-face is given. This interface has been used as a \testing bench" for theexperiments with statecharts. In section 3, some results of the use of3



statecharts to develop this interface are described and some changes ofthe notation are suggested, which are followed by �nal remarks in section4.2 The \testing bench" interfaceAn interface for a system which supports music composition was devel-oped in accordance to requirements established by another project. Themain framework of this system are trees which hold structural informa-tion of a musical piece at intermediate nodes and scores at their leaves.Attributes de�ned at a given node apply to all of its subtrees. The maingoal of the system is to aid the composition process, speed up experimen-tations as well as encourage the construction and trial of alternatives.A detailed description of the control aspects of the implemented inter-face and the corresponding application are not essential to the presentdiscussion. Only strictly relevant information is presented.The communication between the application and its interface is basedon message exchanges and is carried out according to a protocol. Thisstrategy leads to a weak binding of the application kernel with the in-terface module. The interface supports the coexistence of di�erent in-teraction styles including direct manipulation. The implementation ofthe interface and the associated application were carried out indepen-dently, in order to achieve an independence of the dialogue from theapplication. The interface supports the edition of tree structures whichcan be carried out with the mouse. Di�erent commands can be �red bymanipulating icons directly or by selecting menu options. The interfacefurthermore provides a command language for expert users. The inter-face is su�ciently complex in order to enable a preliminary assessmentof the statechart usage to describe interface behaviours.The behaviour of the interface was described by a statechart whichwas converted into C code with the aid of a tool described in [3]. Theresultant code consists of:i. two tables representing the topology of the underlying statechart;4



ii. invariant code, denominated \statechart engine," which keeps thecurrent con�guration of the underlying statechart and reacts toevents according to the semantics of the statechart notation andto the particular statechart represented by the tables mentionedabove;iii. actions (functions in C code) executed due to transition �rings andto the consequent deactivation/activation of states; as well asiv. transition guarding conditions (functions in C code).References to actions and transition guards are held by the two tables.The corresponding code is thus executed by indirect invocations by the\statechart engine." This framework made the change of event-drivencontrol aspects relatively easy. Only changes of the table contents wererequired.3 Statecharts in the interface contextThis section discusses di�erent issues related to statecharts and inter-faces. The major goal is to point out shortcomings of this notationwith respect to speci�cation of interfaces. Some of the issues have beenderived from facilities and constructs supported by tools which adoptdi�erent approaches. Many detected shortcomings are due primarily tothe fact that statecharts have originally been proposed to describe thebroad class of reactive systems with static architectures, in particularhardware systems. Interfaces represent a particular case of reactive sys-tems, since they have their own peculiarities which are not always foundin reactive systems of di�erent kinds. As the statechart notation intendsto cover the recurring concepts of reactive systems, it is understandablethat special cases are not properly contemplated by the original nota-tion. This section shows that the usage of statecharts in the softwaredomain requires the addition of more exible constructs in order to keepup with advances in this area. 5



3.1 The mode conceptA mode is a state or a collection of states wherein only a subset ofall possible interaction tasks with the user can be carried out. Thus,in distinct modes di�erent tasks can be performed. A modal behaviourfurthermore enables the association of di�erent meanings to a same inputin accordance to the current mode. Two major issues related to the modeconcept have been identi�ed:� Are statecharts appropriate to describe dialogue controlaspects?According to Myers [13], one di�culty in specifying interfaces whichadopt a direct manipulation style is the inexistence of modes, sinceany command can be given at almost any time. It is important topoint out that a statechart models a particular behaviour in termsof a set of states (modes) and a set of transitions between states.Thus, how can this kind of interface be speci�ed if the notion ofmodes does not exist? Fortunately Jacob [10] states that, in spiteof appearances, the direct manipulation style is highly modal! Hefurthermore identi�es a co-routine structure typical of interfaceswhich adopt this interaction style and shows how to identify statesin this kind of interfaces. Lynette [17] and Wellner [19] make somecomments about the successful use of statechart for this purpose.� What should a state represent in terms of a dialogue?Another issue about the mode concept is related to the meaning ofa state modelled within a statechart. The state User Protocol in�gure 2 (i), for instance, has a substate named Name Checker.This substate models a process which veri�es the existence of a reg-istered user identi�er. The event Illegal Usernamemay be taken asthe return of a function NameChecker() which receives a particularuser identi�er as its parameter. In this example, a state was used6
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eFigure 2: Mode interpretationto model a process which is hidden from the implementor. Figure 2(ii) represents an alternative modelling and is more meaningful asthe former, since it reects what an user perceives in terms of theinteraction. The latter is consistent with the properties consideredto be desirable of an interface speci�cation language according to[9]. Both alternatives are possible, but only a more rigorous def-inition of how states should conceptually be interpreted may leadto more homogeneous speci�cations.3.2 Event bindingThe \test bench" interface was built on top of the Microsoft WindowsSystem. Events of the keyboard and the mouse are handled by the kernelof this system and semantic actions are carried out by callback functionsrelated to the target interaction objects of the events. This mechanismwas used in order to establish the binding of the events generated bythe keyboard/mouse (\physical" events) to abstract events (\logical"events) used within the underlying statechart speci�cation. The code7



of a callback function consisted simply of a request to the \statechartengine" to handle a given logical event identi�er.The adopted architecture established a master/slave relation betweendi�erent components of the interface and it turned out that this solu-tion imposed some limitations on the behaviour capable of being imple-mented. The implementation of the major components as concurrentprocesses interacting via message exchanges would be a more exibleapproach, since the execution of the application could be carried out inparallel with the execution of the components of its interface.Figure 3 shows an interaction object described in terms of the lan-guage de�ned by Jacob[10]. The block TOKENS in �gure 3 indicatesthe association between logical and physical events. This kind of eventbinding is part of the role of the presentation component of the Seeheimmodel. Statechart constructs only support the speci�cation of syntac-tical aspects of an interface. An evident shortcoming of this notationis due to the impossibility of expressing information to drive the eventbinding process. Lexical aspect descriptions can, however, coexist withsyntactic de�nitions [16].Another important point is related to the granularity of events. Atthe statechart abstraction an event may represent, for instance, a selec-tion of option n of menu A. Events of this kind are of a higher abstractionlevel than normally supported by platforms like Windows. An abstractevent, as illustrated above, has to be derived from a sequence of physicalevents handled by the underlying window system.Statecharts could be used as well to recognize patterns in a streamof physical events in order to detect events of a higher abstraction level.The pattern recognizer and the interface control could be modelled asconcurrent components of the interface descriptive statechart. Wheneverthe pattern recognizer detects the occurrence of a higher level event ofinterest to the interface control, the former would broadcast the eventoccurrence to the latter. 8



INTERACTION_OBJECT MessageFileDisplayButton IS
IVARS:
position    := { 100,200,64,24 }; --i.e., coordinates of screen rectangle

Act: DisplayMf(inbox)

end  INTERACTION_OBJECT;

METHODS:

TOKENS:

SYNTAX:

oDEHIGHLIGHT   { same as oHIGHLIGHT }
oHIGHLIGHT        { invert video of rectangle given by position } 
iEXIT                      { locator moves outside rectangle given by position }
iENTER                  { locator moves inside rectangle given by position }
iLEFT                     { click left mouse button }  

Draw()          { DrawTextButton(position,"Display"); }

iENTER iLEFT

iEXIT
oDEHIGHLIGHT

oHIGHLIGHTFigure 3: Interaction object [10].3.3 Reusable behavioursThe speci�cation in terms of statecharts can be carried out in a bottom-up or top-down fashion, concurrently to the speci�cation of other fea-tures of a given system (for instance, functional aspects) and by di�erentpersons. It would thus be desirable that the e�ort put into a speci�c stat-echart should not be exclusive to a particular speci�cation. Because ofthe monolithic structure of statecharts, libraries of behaviours capturedin terms of statecharts cannot be easily shared by speci�cations.Conventional programming languages support the implementationof code fragments encapsulated in terms of procedures/functions whichcould be kept in libraries for a later use without needing to access theircode, but solely their headers (\interfaces"). It would be interestingto admit, in a similar way, the reuse of a given behaviour as a \blackbox" without the need to know details of its speci�cation, but only ofthe \interface" of the state at the root of its hierarchy. Reusable be-9



haviours of interest to human-computer interface designers, for instance,are syntactical dialogue speci�cations related to common interaction ob-jects. Speci�c examples are, for instance, dialogues to search for �les,change parameters of a printer or select background colours. All of thesebehaviours have well de�ned goals and are applicable in many situations.3.4 Dynamic behavioural changesInteractive prototype development is a widely used interface construc-tion technique [14]. Systems which support the construction of interfacesmust give support for dynamic behavioural changes and must reect thee�ects of these changes immediately during the animation of a state-chart. The term animation intends to convey the meaning of simulatinga speci�cation or running an implementation with a structure closelyrelated to the hierarchy of the speci�cation. If statecharts are to be usedto specify behaviour, the semantics of dynamic changes has to be estab-lished. For instance, what happens if an active state is removed as astatechart is being animated?Prototype construction is not the only application of dynamic be-havioural changes. Another application is the development of event han-dlers. Event handlers [5] are the basic elements of the event model andreact to speci�c event occurrences. This kind of modules may be createdand destroyed dynamically. Distinct instances of a given event handlermay be active at a given instant. In order to capture this kind of be-haviour in terms of statecharts, it is necessary to support the creationof multiple instances of a same state. A given state thus could be usedas a template for this replication process. Appropriate constructs mustbe provided to allow replication and customization requests in terms ofstatechart actions.For instance, any editor which supports the simultaneous edition ofmultiple �les illustrates the need of this mechanism. In this context,it is more natural to think in terms of multiple instances of an editorstatechart handling single �les than in terms of a single editor capableof handling a limited number of �les at the same time. For example, cut10



and paste operations on di�erent �les under edition could be de�ned asevent broadcasts between di�erent instances of a given state representingthe behaviour of an editor capable of operating on a single �le.3.5 Undo operationsInteractive systems generally allow a user to undo some operations. Thisfacility encourages the experimentation and use of a system. Thus, stat-echarts should have a construct to support the speci�cation of this kindof behaviour. It seems reasonable that after an undo operation a stat-echart returns to its most recent con�guration (set of active states at agiven instant) prior to the �ring of a transition the e�ect of which is tobe reverted.An undo operation in general requires that speci�c actions are to becarried out at the application level (semantics) as well as at the presen-tation level (lexical aspects). The \output" (response) of statecharts isalways speci�ed in terms of actions. Thus, they represent the only meansof how statecharts are in contact with the outer world or of how theycan exert inuence upon it. As a consequence, it seems natural to relatethe speci�cation of undo actions to transitions and/or states. Thus, if anundo operation is required, then the corresponding actions are executedwhile the statechart stabilizes at the prior con�guration. A stabiliza-tion of a statechart means the controlled blob1 deactivation/activationprocess due to a con�guration swapping.In �gure 4 the con�guration of the statechart prior to the �ring ofthe transition tr is highlighted in grey. The next con�guration is shownin black. If at this point an undo operation is requested, then it returnsto the con�guration in grey. This con�guration is the same as the onewhich would have been reached by the transition labelled tr2 due tothe history H? condition with exception to history cancellations at lowerlevels and to e�ects of speci�c undo actions.1Alternative term of state. 11
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Initial configuration After firing transition trFigure 4: Possible semantics of the undo operation (undo(tr) � tr2 +speci�c actions).3.6 Event scopes related to transition �ringsFigure 5 represents part of a statechart speci�cation. If the con�gu-ration A, B, C and D is assumed at a given instant and if the userrequests a help information at this point (i.e., the user generates theevent F1 possibly by pressing the key F1), then a transition of state Dto the state Help occurs. The corresponding actions would generallybe implemented in terms of a dialogue box which would exhibit relevantinformation. In order to carry on with the execution of the system (i.e.,return to the prior state and remove the dialogue box from the screen) itis necessary that the user leaves the state Help. In the example, this isaccomplished by generating the event ESC. However, another transitionlabelled ESC exists as well, from the state B to the state End. Thesetwo transitions conict, since one or the other should be �red at theoccurrence of the event ESC, depending on the context, but not both orone chosen at random. Both transitions, however, should be kept dueto the consistency principle. The design of interfaces does not yet haveany set of \golden rules," but some principles [15] are generally acceptedlike the consistency principle which tries to handle related activities ina homogeneous manner.In the particular case above, the end of the help operation as well as12
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E Figure 5: Event scopesthe exit of the system are signalled by the same event ESC. The exit ofany dialogue box, as well as of menus and others interaction objects, isexpected to occur in the same way.A scope can be de�ned for the handling of events in order to elim-inate ambiguities. Whenever a conicting situation occurs, it could beestablished that the enabled transition with its origin at the lowest hi-erarchical level would be �red. In the particular case illustrated above,this rule determines that it is the transition which originates at the stateHelp which should be �red and not the one which originates at state B.This strategy can as well be useful in other situations. Anotherexample is the de�nition of states whose sole purpose would be to disableevents in speci�c contexts.3.7 The \complementary" and the pseudo-transitionThe need to specify all possible interactions in terms of transitions repre-sents an inconvenience due to the syntactic rules of the statechart nota-tion. One way of reducing this problem is to permit the use of transitionswhich are �red whenever a given event does not a�ect the current con-�guration. This kind of transition is referred to as a \complementary"transition. Figure 6 illustrates a \complementary" transition shown asa dashed arrow. Whenever the state A is active and the current eventdoes not �re any transition, then the dashed transition is �red and it13
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f / Display("Try again")Figure 6: \Complementary" and pseudo-transitions.causes the deactivation of the state A and the activation of state B.There are many situations where no context swapping is desired (i.e.,deactivations followed by activations due to a transition �red by a partic-ular event), but where a particular event is expected to be handled sincethe side e�ects of the associated action are of interest. For instance, anoperation \redraw" does not, in general, cause any change in the cur-rent con�guration of a system. Only a given drawing is expected to beredone. In the original statechart notation, no means are provided tocapture this kind of behaviour unless a transition is �red. In �gure 6,the unoriented edge which connects stateA to itself allows to reect sucha situation. In this particular case, whenever state A is active and theevent e occurs, then the action action() is executed without generatinga context swapping, i.e., without causing a deactivation followed by anactivation of state A.3.8 The in-breadth history mechanismHistory mechanisms provided by statecharts are one of the major im-provements of statecharts upon STDs. Very sophisticated behaviourscan be captured in a clear and concise manner by means of history mech-anisms. Two mechanisms are provided by statecharts referred to as atand in-depth histories which are of interest during a blob activation pro-cess. A at history applies only to the immediately lower level whilea in-depth history applies to all lower levels unless overridden by newhistory attributes or cancelled at lower levels. If a history is being en-14



forced, the most recently visited descendant is reactivated. If none ofthe descendants has yet been activated, then the default descendant issubmitted to the activation process.During the development of an interface, an alternative history mech-anism was suggested and named in-breadth history. Whenever an exclu-sive blob (i.e., an OR-blob) decomposed in terms of subblobs is activeand an in-breadth history is being enforced, then the exit of a givensubblob and the return to the most recently visited \sibling" of this sub-blob occurs. A typical case where this history alternative is useful is thenavigation through menus.Whenever a blob with this kind of history attribute is activated,then the following happens from the conceptual point of view: an emptystack of limited capacity to hold blob identi�ers is created. While thisblob is active, all identi�ers of its visited direct descendants, except forthose activated due to the in-breath history, are pushed onto the stack.An identi�er of a direct subblob is added to the stack whenever it isdeactivated and a sibling is activated. If the stack is full and a newidenti�er is added, then the identi�er at the bottom of the stack overowsand it is discarded in order to give way to the just added identi�er. Thestack is destroyed whenever the related blob is deactivated.The following takes place whenever a transition is �red which has thein-breath history symbol as its destination:i. The current blob and all its active descendants are deactivated,the identi�er at the top of the stack is removed and the blob rep-resented by this identi�er is activated.ii. The prior step can be carried out as often as desired by �ringrepeatedly the transition in question. The system represented bythe statechart recedes the navigation route within the in-breadthhistory record hold by the stack. If the stack becomes empty, thesystem remains in the current blob, i.e., no transition takes place.15



3.9 Intrinsic � attributed semanticsThe statechart semantics de�ned by Harel is intrinsic, i.e., it is the samefor all statecharts. The behaviour of a statechart is non-deterministic asformally described in [8]. A more exible approach would be to considerthe operational semantics of the statechart notation as an attribute ofa given statechart. This would mean that a syntactically correct stat-echart could be interpreted in di�erent ways according to the value ofits semantic attribute. This more exible approach would allow a more�nely behaviour tuning of statechart speci�cations. Non-determinismmakes the implementation on single-processor platforms harder and lesse�cient. From this point of view, di�erent dynamic statechart mod-els would be interesting. These models, however, have to be well de�nedsince they represent abstractions statechart speci�cations are built upon.The major disadvantage of this approach is that unexpected e�ects maybe obtained if the semantics attribute of a speci�cation is changed with-out a prior careful thought. On the other hand, the designer of a systemcan take full advantage of some peculiarities of the adopted dynamicmodel and thus gain performance increases of the resulting system.3.10 Describing distributed applicationsAs stated by the quotation bellow of Morse and Reynolds[12], the re-cent technology evolution requires new solutions to handle increasingcomplexity of the interface construction process:During the eight years since the introduction of the Seeheimmodel the underlying technology has evolved into distributed, het-erogeneous environments, which must be managed by the interface,and the requirements imposed by the application domains have be-come far more complicated. ... This model has to some extent beenrealized, but real progress has been achieved only in the area of thepresentation component.The statement above presents a new challenge and it leads to thefollowing question: How can the statechart notation be extendedin order to describe more explicitly peculiarities of systems16



envisaged by Morse and Reynolds? The work of the authors of thepresent paper is directed towards this matter. The extended notationproposal is denominated Xchart. The major goal is to keep the visualnature of the notation and to introduce as few as possible new constructsin order to describe the desired features properly.The Xchart notation has to be based on an abstract model of distrib-uted,2 possibly heterogeneous, environments. The distribution units andthe communication model have to be de�ned precisely in order to presentto the designer an abstraction layer on top of which Xchart speci�cationscan be built. This abstraction layer has to be implemented in terms ofrun-time systems to be executed at each site of a distributed environmentcapable of animating Xchart applications.An Xchart consists of a hierarchical blob composition capable of be-ing represented by a static diagram and subject to dynamic structuralchanges, as well as of transitions �red by events. Blobs are subdividedinto two categories: exclusive and concurrent blobs. In the �rst caseonly one directly descendant blob of an active blob is active, while in thesecond case all direct descendants are active during the whole activationinterval of their ancestor. A particular blob may be declared to be capa-ble of being distributed. In this case it might be animated at a di�erentsite of the site of its direct ancestor.Xchart is a visual language to describe control aspects of event-drivendistributed systems. Semantic actions are provided by the programmerin terms of C++ code fragments. An Xchart speci�cation plus the re-lated code fragments are capable of being transformed automaticallyinto functionally equivalent code. Weasel [4] is a system that providesa language and the corresponding support to the creation of applica-tions in which multiple users perform a related task in a distributedcontext. In this system, e.g., all issues of network communication andconcurrency are handled automatically based on speci�cations in an ap-propriate language. Weasel however adopts a client/server architecture,2Distributed systems are understood as a system consisting of multiple autonomousprocessors that do not share primary memory but cooperate by sending messages overa communication network. 17



instead of a peer-to-peer architecture where all participants are of a same\rank." The latter represents an evolutionary step with respect to theclient/server framework, which in turn is an evolution of the centralizedcomputing paradigm[6].It is important to note that in [2], among various problems thathave inhibited the widespread use of a distributed application to sup-port cooperative work, the problem of heterogeneous environments ismentioned. It would be unwise to expect a distributed application torun in all potential environments, but the de�nition of a language en-compassing the \major" environments to manage the communicationbetween distributed processes is a feasible goal. The Xchart notationis being devised to support the implementation of distributed applica-tions among Macintoshes, personal computers running MS-Windows andUNIX with X11.Since blobs capable of being distributed may be animated at di�erentsites, each site represents a particular event domain wherein blobs mightbe inserted. Events sensed at one site are not detected by other sitesunless explicitly noti�ed via message exchanges over the communicationnetwork. An event occurrence might thus be perceived at a given siteas a message reception. By this means an event of one site might causea con�guration swapping of a blob at a di�erent site. Blobs animatedat the same site sense the same events and thus no message exchangesbetween those blobs have to take place. The programmer does not haveto take care of this kind of details. Appropriate code shall be generatedby a transformation tool. From this point of view Xcharts represent asmooth extension of Statecharts.4 Concluding remarksThis paper analysed the suitability of statecharts to capture dialoguecontrol aspects. Speci�c situations were described where the expressive-ness of existing constructs fell short. As a result of this analysis, a setof extensions of the statechart notation to support interactive human-computer interface development is suggested. The intended extensions18
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